
You can help us with the following tasks:

-    Hosting our workshop: By providing us with a suitable space and helping out gathering attendees.
 -   Show us what you are doing: We would like to document your project and experience about you or your group and how you are contributing
      to share  knowledge and free information.
-    Helping us spread the word: By sharing the results of our project through your network.

Are you interested in supporting our project?

Starting in July 2013 and during one year, we will travel through South-East Europe, Turkey, India, South-East Asia, Japan and South-America. 

We would like to take advantage of this opportunity and realise the following project which consists on contacting and meeting people, collectives, 
universities, creative spaces and other organisations that:

-  are actively supporting the fundamentals of Knowledge Sharing.
-  act towards making information and culture freely available for everyone.
-  use creativity to develop solutions for daily problems or world changing challenges.

In In form of a travel diary, and using open source software technologies, we aim to create an online plattform that will help divulging the philosophy 
behind open information. This site will showcase different active individuals and groups we will encounter along our journey and constitute a network 
of knowledge between people from different cultures. 

Also, in order to contribute to this purpose ourselves, we are willing to share our experiences and know-how in our professional elds.  In line with 
these encounters, we would like to propose to run the following workshop:

Our Project

Visualising open data to bring out global issues
detailed information on page 2
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Marguerite THIERRY

Since ve years working 
actively in EU Affairs, organises 
and manages events on 
EU-Funds.

Customer Relationship 
MManagement Team Leader for 
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and law offices in Europe. 

Lives and works in Berlin.
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Marguerite_Thierry

 Born in 1985
Rennes, France

margo_thierry@yahoo.fr

Software developer with ve years 
experience by developing mobile 
applications.

Currently living and working in Berlin 
as  freelance developer and
consultant.

http://http://www.lifeformapps.com
https://www.xing.com/proöle/
Alejandro_Corbi

Co-organises a monthly event series 
on audiovisual art and new media.

http://www.scopesessions.org
http://www.alexcorbi.com
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Born in 1985
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a.corbi@gmail.com



Thanks to the large amounts of open data being released for free on the internet, we can take a quick glimpse on current issues characterizing our 
world. Although, this complex data is sometimes difficult to be understood in its initial form.

By going from theory to praxis, we will show where data can be quickly gathered from, and by using open source technologies, put it in a visual 
context to make relevant issues easy to understand.  Parting from this, attendees will be encouraged to discuss topics involving each of us.

TThe goal of this workshop is also to make aware of the importance and benets of making information available for everybody and how Knowledge 
Sharing is one of the steps towards making our planet better.

1.     Introduction to Knowledge Sharing and Open Data

  1.1    How technology has changed the way we access information and why Knowledge Sharing matters.
  1.2    Examples of administrations and organisations releasing information to the public domain.
  1.3    Transparency in politics as a way to achieve real democracy.

2.     There is so much data out there, and its free!

  2.1    Online sources where you can get open data from.
    2.2    World Bank as major data hub.

 
3.    Why visualization matters

  3.1    Understanding complex problems by looking at simple graphs. 
  3.2    Examples of data visualisations we have developed describing worldwide issues in the elds of  Politics, Environment, Education and Social 
    development.
    
  
4.    Practical session

   4.1    How to build a data visualisation in 5 minutes using free online tools.

5.    Open debate 

  5.1    Which data would i like to visualise? Attendees have the opportunity to propose topics and relevant data they would consider
                      interesting to explore.  Everyone will be also encouraged to publish their own data visualisations on our plattform.  
  5.2.   Technical questions related to the tools used.

Target group:
 
 Individuals or collectives  

 -    interested in open source technologies and the philosophy behind Knowledge Sharing.
 -    searching for data sources for research.
 -    working with visualisations.
     -     d     -     developing a concious approach to global topics.
    -     having general interest on the topic.
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